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INTRODUCTION 

 The Corporation holds property in an express trust for the use and benefit 

of the parishes, missions, and diocesan organizations that have been using them 

for 32 years.1  Plaintiffs’ primary ground for summary judgment is that the 

identity of these is an ecclesiastical question on which courts must defer to TEC.  

That is exactly what they argued four years ago in motions for summary judgment 

—and exactly what the Texas Supreme Court rejected. 

 

FOREWARNING ABOUT PLAINTIFFS’ “QUOTATIONS” 

 Misstatements about the law and the record may be routine, but they are 

hard to catch in a 100-page motion and a 6,352-page record.  The Court should 

note that many of the quotations in the Plaintiffs’ motion cannot be trusted or 

taken at face value for the following reasons. 

 The motion truncates quotations.  For example, Plaintiffs say the Court 

must defer to TEC because issues like who can be church members are 

ecclesiastical questions.2  To support this, they truncate a sentence from the Texas 

Supreme Court’s opinion in this case by cutting out the part (noted in italics) that 

says just the opposite:  “But courts applying the neutral principles methodology 

defer to religious entities’ decisions on ecclesiastical and church polity issues such 

as who may be members of the entities and whether to remove a bishop or pastor, 

while they decide non-ecclesiastical issues such as property ownership and whether trusts 

exist based on the same neutral principles of secular law that apply to other entities.”  

 The motion redefines quoted words.  For example, Plaintiffs’ define the 

term “Church” to mean TEC in their motion,3  but that does not impose the same 

                                                 
1  See JA00113, JA00186, JA00265. 

2  See TEC MSJ at 12, 14, 26 (quoting only part of Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 650). 

3  See id. at 1, 4 n.8 
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meaning on the word in other sources.  The Diocese’s Constitution says property 

is held “for the use of the Church in this Diocese,”4 and for services “authorized or 

approved by this Church, and for no other use,”5 but does not mean TEC because 

the Diocese uses the term “Church” otherwise.  In Article I of its Constitution, “the 

Church in this Diocese” acceded to TEC’s Constitution and General Convention;6 

but that can only mean the Diocese because TEC cannot accede to itself.  Plaintiffs 

have told the Court a dozen times this accession was by the Diocese, not TEC.7  If 

“the Church in this Diocese” means “the Diocese” in Article I, it cannot switch to 

“TEC” a few pages later.8  Plaintiffs are entitled to define themselves as “the 

Church,” but this Court must construe documents under neutral principles of 

Texas law. 

 The motion changes quotations.  Plaintiffs often change the words of a 

quotation in a way that changes its meaning.  To the example just noted, the 

Diocese’s Constitution says property is held by “the Church in this Diocese,” 

which in context can only mean the Diocese.  But three times in their motion the 

Plaintiffs change the words of this clause to say that property is held “for the use 

of the Church in the [new] Diocese.”9  That would make “the Church” different 

from “the [new] Diocese,” which is convenient for Plaintiffs’ argument.  But that is 

not what the Constitution says, even if that is inconvenient for their argument. 

 The motion makes misrepresentations.  Sometimes, Plaintiffs simply 

misrepresent what something says.  For example, Plaintiffs claim the Texas 

Supreme Court “squarely rejected” the idea that failure to follow church rules is 

                                                 
4  See JA00113, JA00136, JA00265. 

5  See JA00145; JA00226; JA00304. 

6  See JA00101, JA00173. 

7  See TEC MSJ at  5, 6, 9, 10, 18, 27, 37, 38, 39, 55, 56, 57 n.192, 59, 71, 72 n.256. 

8  See TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Co. v. Combs, 340 S.W.3d 432, 441 (Tex. 2011) (“Language cannot be 
interpreted apart from contuext.”).  

9  See TEC MSJ at 4, 9, 39. 
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relevant in a property dispute.10  But in the block quotation that follows, the Court 

actually said the First Amendment limits a court’s inquiry into a church’s powers 

and procedures “regarding controversies within the exclusive jurisdiction of the 

ecclesiastical authorities.”11  When the Supreme Court instructed this Court to look 

at church charters on remand of this property dispute, it obviously did not declare 

inquiry into those documents off-limits.12  

I. THE TEXAS SUPREME COURT PLAINTIFFS’ REJECTED 
DEFERENCE THEORY  

 The Corporation holds property in an express trust for the use and benefit 

of the parishes, missions, and diocesan organizations that have been using them 

for 32 years.13  Plaintiffs’ primary ground for summary judgment is that the 

identity of these is an ecclesiastical question on which courts must defer to TEC.  

That is exactly what they argued four years ago in motions for summary judgment 

—and exactly what the Texas Supreme Court rejected. 

A. Who controls church property is a secular issue for neutral principles of law 

 In their briefs at the Texas Supreme Court, Plaintiffs insisted that the 

identity of the churches must be decided by TEC under the Deference rule:   

Under the Deference rule, when two factions each claim to be the 
“true” local church within a larger hierarchical church, civil courts 
defer to the duly-constituted religious authority recognized by both 
sides before the schism as to which group is authorized to represent 
the local entity, with a continuing right to its identity and property.14 

                                                 
10  See id. at 27. 
11  See id. at 27 (emphasis added). 
12  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 652. 
13  See JA00113, JA00186, JA00265. 

14  Local Episcopal Parties’ and Congregations’ Response Brief at 5; see also Id. at 6, 8, 15; TEC Resp. Br. at 
17-30 (“The Church and the Local Episcopalians Prevail Under the ‘Identity’ Approach). 

141-252083-11
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 The Texas Supreme Court rejected that argument, holding instead that 

Texas courts use neutral principles of state law “in determining which faction of a 

religious organization is entitled to the property when the organization splits.”  

Episcopal Diocese of Fort Worth v. The Episcopal Church, 422 S.W.3d 646, 651 (Tex. 

2013) (hereinafter “Fort Worth”).  The Court could not have been clearer: 

But courts applying the neutral principles methodology defer to 
religious entities’ decisions on ecclesiastical and church polity issues 
such as who may be members of the entities and whether to remove 
a bishop or pastor, while they decide non-ecclesiastical issues such 
as property ownership and whether trusts exist based on the same 
neutral principles of secular law that apply to other entities.15 

 Plaintiffs are asking the Court to ignore everything that has happened in 

this case, indeed everything in the last 35 years.  The very issue decided by the 

U.S. Supreme Court in 1979 in Jones v. Wolf was the identity of a local church, 

which the plaintiffs in that case insisted was “an ecclesiastical question that cannot 

be answered by a civil court.”16  But the U.S. Supreme Court said it was not, and 

authorized Neutral Principles to decide that very issue.17   

 The Texas Supreme Court said Texas courts must use neutral principles to 

decide “which faction of a religious organization is entitled to the property when 

the organization splits.”18  The Court’s mandate requires this Court to follow that 

opinion.19  Plaintiffs are asking this Court to do something it cannot do. 

                                                 
15  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 650. 
16  Id. at 607. 
17  See 43 U.S. 595 602 (1979) (“The only question presented by this case is which faction of the formerly 
united Vineville congregation is entitled to possess and enjoy the property located at 2193 Vineville Avenue in 
Macon, Ga. There can be little doubt about the general authority of civil courts to resolve this question.”). 

18  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 651. 
19  Id. at 653. 

141-252083-11
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B. The Texas Supreme Court did NOT say church identity is an ecclesiastical matter — 
Plaintiffs deliberately misquote the Court 

 To support their recycled Deference claim, Plaintiffs stoop to 

misrepresenting what the Texas Supreme Court said by deliberately discarding 

the inconvenient parts (noted in italics) that show the opposite: 

“But courts applying the neutral principles methodology defer to 
religious entities’ decisions on ecclesiastical and church polity issues 
such as who may be members of the entities and whether to remove 
a bishop or pastor, while they decide non-ecclesiastical issues such as 
property ownership and whether trusts exist based on the same neutral 
principles of secular law that apply to other entities.”20  

“Whether Bishop Ohl was authorized to form a parish and recognize 
its membership … are ecclesiastical matters of church governance. 
The trial court lacked jurisdiction over and properly deferred to 
Bishop Ohl’s exercise of ecclesiastical authority on those questions. 
…  But although we agree with the court of appeals as to these conclusions, 
we disagree with its determination that the question of who owns the 
property is inextricably linked to or determined by them.”21 

No court should put up with quotations that omit the key part. 

C. Defendants did NOT tell the U.S. Supreme Court that church identity is an 
ecclesiastical matter — Plaintiffs deliberately misquote that brief 

 Plaintiffs’ also misrepresent the successful brief Defendants filed with the 

U.S. Supreme Court opposing certiorari.  Here, Plaintiffs deliberately changed the 

words to misrepresent what the brief said. 

 Defendants did NOT tell the U.S. Supreme Court that courts must defer “to 

the national denomination’s understanding” of “the local church body’s 

identity.”22  The brief merely described what happened in Brown v. Clark, which 

did involve an ecclesiastical dispute, namely whether the articles of faith of two 

                                                 
20  See TEC MSJ at 12, 14, 26 (quoting only part of Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 650) 

21  See id. at 30 (quoting only part of Masterson, 422 S.W.3d at 608). 
22  See id. at i, 2, 13, 14, 25-26, 27, 31, 48 & n.59. 

141-252083-11
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denominations were so different they could not unite.23  What Plaintiffs have done 

is take this statement about a 1909 case and changed the words to turn it into a 

general statement about current law.  The brief said the court “deferred” in Brown 

because it “turned” on an ecclesiastical dispute; Plaintiffs’ motion quotes that 

statement as saying that where a dispute “turn[s]” on church identity a court 

today “defer[s]” to the church.24  Changing past-tense verbs about a 1909 case into 

present-tense verbs about this case deliberately changes the meaning.  

 There are cases in which a property question cannot be decided without 

resolving an ecclesiastical question.  If a property dispute turns on whether a 

person is qualified to be a priest,25 or archbishop,26 courts cannot decide those 

matters.  But it is only when the parties expressly allocate property on doctrinal 

grounds that courts must defer.27  As the U.S. Supreme Court said in Wolf, one of 

the purposes of the Neutral Principles approach is to encourage states and 

churches to draw up agreements that don’t do that.28   

 This dispute had doctrinal origins, but there are no doctrinal deeds or 

bylaws.  As the Texas Supreme Court said:  “The corporation was incorporated 

pursuant to Texas corporation law and that law dictates how the corporation can 

be operated, including determining the terms of office of corporate directors, the 

                                                 
23  Brown v. Clark, 116 S.W. 360, 363 (Tex. 1909) (“The principal question in this case is:  Did the General 
Assembly of the Cumberland Church have authority to consummate the reunion and union of that church 
with the Presbyterian Church?  The first objection presented by defendants in error is that the confession of 
faith of the Cumberland Church was so antagonistic to that of the Presbyterian Church that no such union 
could be properly entered into by the General Assembly of the Cumberland Church.”). 
24  See TEC MSJ at 2, 13, 27, 30, & 48. 
25  See Gonzalez v. Archbishop, 280 U.S. 1, 16 (1929) (deferring in dispute about whether plaintiff was 
theologically qualified to be chaplain and obtain related income). 
26  See Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese for U. S. of Am. and Canada v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696, 709, 712 
(1976) (deferring when nonprofit corporations were controlled by proper religious leader). 
27  See Gonzalez, 280 U.S. at 16. 
28 Wolf, 43 U.S. at 604 (“States, religious organizations, and individuals to structure relationships 
involving church property so as not to require the civil courts to resolve ecclesiastical questions.”) (quoting 
Presbyterian Church v. Hull Church, 393 U.S. 440, 449 (1969)). 

141-252083-11
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circumstances under which articles and bylaws can be amended, and the effect of 

the amendments.”29  This case presents no doctrinal questions. 

D. The property is held for churches in union with the Defendant Diocese 

 The Diocese’s charters have always provided that the Corporation holds 

property in trust for the churches for which that property was acquired:   

Corporation of the Episcopal Diocese of Fort Worth shall hold real 
property acquired for the use of a particular Parish or Mission in 
trust for the use and benefit of such Parish or Mission.30 

The entity for which property was acquired is not an ecclesiastical question—it is 

the entity that bought the property and has been using it as part of the Diocese for 

decades. 

 Since the Diocese’s creation, its Canons have defined parishes and missions 

as unincorporated associations in union with the Diocese’s Convention: “the 

Parish or Mission itself, being the body in union with Convention, shall not be 

incorporated.”31  Local churches can form a corporation to use as an “adjunct or 

instrumentality” for temporal purposes, but the parish is deemed to be the 

unincorporated association in union with the Diocese.32 

 Under Texas law, an unincorporated association “is a legal entity separate 

from its members.”33  Members may come and go, but the parish or mission itself 

is the legal entity in union with the Diocese; it does not travel with former 

members. 

 Thus, when the Plaintiffs left the Diocese, they did not take the “parish” 

with them.  The Diocese’s Canons for 32 years have always stated that the Parish 

                                                 
29  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 652. 
30  See JA00113, JA00186, JA00265; see also JA00131, JA00212, JA00290. 
31  See JA00155, JA00227, JA00305. 

32  Id. 
33  TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 1396—70.01, § 7(a) (currently TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE § 252.006). 

141-252083-11
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or Mission itself is “the body in union with the Convention,” not some other 

entity.  This is the only definition of a “parish” or “mission” in the Diocese’s 

charters, and thus the only one for which an express trust exists.  The Individual 

Plaintiffs were free to leave these parishes and unite with a new diocese, but the 

parish itself—the one for which the Corporation held property—was the legal 

entity still in union with the Defendant Diocese. 

 That makes the Diocese different from TEC, because the Diocese has a rule 

that specifically governs withdrawal and specifically limits equitable title to 

associations that remain in union.34  The Diocese’s Canon 32 provides for a series 

of discussions, meetings, and procedures that must be followed to disaffiliate.35  

Three parishes complied with that Canon, and left the Diocese with their 

property.36  But no others have done so, so the parishes and missions entitled to 

use these properties are the legal entities still in union with the Defendant Diocese. 

 This is the only possible construction that does not create conflicts among 

The Diocese’s charter provisions.  According to Plaintiffs, the Corporation holds 

property for parishes that are not in union with the Diocese, even though the 

Trustees of the Corporation must be members “of a parish or mission in the 

Diocese.”37  According to the Plaintiffs, church properties cannot be sold or used 

as collateral for improvements because one faction (the Corporation) holds legal 

title and the other (the particular church using them) holds equitable title.38   

 Moreover, the claim that parishes and missions don’t need to be in union 

with the Diocese ignores the Diocese’s right of reverter in local church property.  

The Diocese can dissolve a parish or mission whenever “conditions render it 

                                                 
34  See JA00306. 

35  See id.. 

36 See Defs. MSJ at 8 & Virden Affid. ¶13 & Ex. 4. 

37  JA00130, JA00211, JA00289 

38  JA00113, JA00186, JA00265 (emphasis added). 
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advisable,”39 at which time all the property reverts to the Corporation for the use 

and benefit of the Diocese.40  This right of reverter is not a revocable trust that can 

be revoked under state law.  Plaintiffs’ argument that the parish is the entity not in 

union with the Diocese disregards the church charter (to which all parishes 

agreed) that property returns to the Corporation upon dissolution.   

 Plaintiffs “solution” to these conflicts is that the Court should simply fire all 

the Trustees under Texas trust law.41  But it is the Corporation that is the trustee of 

property for the local churches; the Trustees are only trustees of the Corporation.  

The Court cannot “fire” the Corporation from holding legal title.  And removing 

the Trustees as corporate officers is governed by Texas corporate law, which 

prohibits their removal except as provided in the articles and bylaws.42  Plaintiffs 

are effectively inviting the Court to do what courts cannot do: construe the 

church’s charter provisions to create conflicts among them,43 and then resolve that 

conflict by creating conflicts among state statutes.44   

 Additionally, courts do not so readily remove trustees as Plaintiffs suggest.  

In 2009, the Texas Supreme Court held that a good-faith disagreement about trust 

management was not alone a sufficient ground for removal.45  Plaintiffs cannot 

show that Defendants acted in bad faith here by simply allowing the vast majority 

of parishioners who paid for the vast majority of these properties to continue 

using them. 

                                                 
39  See JA00158, JA00230, JA00308. 
40  JA00113, JA00186, JA00265 

41  TEC MSJ at 33, 79, 94 (citing TEX. PROP. CODE § 113.082). 
42  See Defs. MSJ at 18-21 (citing TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 1396-2.15 (codified at TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE §§ 
22.206, -208, -.211). 
43  See FPL Energy, LLC v. TXU Portfolio Mgmt. Co., L.P., 426 S.W.3d 59, 63 (Tex. 2014) (“Courts must 
consider the entire writing to harmonize and give effect to all provisions so that none are rendered 
meaningless.”). 
44  See Leordeanu v. Am. Protection Ins. Co., 330 S.W.3d 239, 248 n.35 (Tex. 2010) (“We construe statutes to 
give effect to every provision and ensure that no provision is rendered meaningless or superfluous.”). 
45  See Kappus v. Kappus, 284 S.W.3d 831 (Tex. 2009). 

141-252083-11
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 Determining which parishes and missions are in union with the Diocese is 

not an ecclesiastical question.  According to the Diocese’s Constitution, those in 

union with the Diocese are the separate legal entities represented by delegates sent 

to the annual Convention.46  According to those records, none of the Individual 

Plaintiffs or the entities they purport to represent have been in union with the 

Convention since 2008,47 and Plaintiffs concede they have been attending a 

different convention since then.48  Because the express trust here is for the benefit 

only of parishes or missions for which these properties were acquired, that cannot 

be a group of persons who belong to an association that is no longer in union with 

the Diocese.49 

II. THERE IS NO EXPRESS TRUST 
 As shown in Defendants’ Motion, neither the 1982 accession nor the 1984 

judgment dividing the Dallas diocese created an express trust under Texas trust 

law; even if they had, any such trust was validly revoked.50  To summarize, no 

express trust was signed by the owner as required by Texas law, any express trust 

for TEC was revoked as provided by Texas law, and Texas courts cannot create a 

“contractual trust” theory contrary to Texas law.   

A. There is no contractual trust 

 The Texas Supreme Court said the Dennis Canon was not enforceable in 

Texas: “Even if the Canon could be read to imply the trust was irrevocable, that is 

not good enough under Texas law. [Texas Property Code § 112.051] requires 

                                                 
46  See JA00109, JA00181, JA00260. 
47  See Defs. MSJ, Iker Affid. ¶¶12-14. 
48  See TEC MSJ at 11 & Appx. at A933-A975; see also Id., Sharpe Affid. Ex. 2 (¶¶66-67). 
49  Furthermore, as Plaintiffs concede, only the Diocese can determine whether a lay person is in good 
standing or clergy canonically resident in the Diocese; neither individual members nor congregations can be 
members of TEC, as it is an association only of dioceses.  See Defs.’ MSJ at 23. 
50  See id. 

141-252083-11
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express terms making it irrevocable.”51  Plaintiffs urge the Court to ignore what 

the Supreme Court said and declare the Dennis Canon irrevocable nonetheless as 

a “contractual trust.”  This Court cannot disregard a mandate to conduct “further 

proceedings consistent with this opinion.”52 

 Plaintiffs point to a single 1970 case for the rule that consideration makes a 

trust irrevocable, no matter what the Texas Property Code says.   But in Shellberg v. 

Shellberg, five (5) grantors signed a written trust agreement stating that it could be 

revoked only by three (3) of them; the question was simply whether one (1) of 

them alone could revoke the trust.53  On those facts, the trust complied with the 

Texas Trust Act, because a trust that says it is revocable only by three grantors is 

expressly irrevocable by anything less.  The court of appeals’ belief that 

consideration overruled the Texas statute was simply dicta.54  No other court has 

ever agreed with Shellberg in the 45 years since. 

 Besides disregarding state law, Plaintiffs’ theory fails on the facts.  Plaintiffs 

claim the parties exchanged promises for benefits, the Defendants agreeing to hold 

property in trust for TEC “in exchange for formation by, membership in, and 

property from the Church.”55  No such “exchange” or “benefits” ocurred: 

• TEC did not form the Diocese; it was formed by its own Primary 
Convention.56 

                                                 
51  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 653 (citing Masterson, 422 S.W.3d at 413); see also TEX. PROP. CODE § 112.051(a) 
(“A settlor may revoke the trust unless it is irrevocable by the express terms of the instrument creating it or of 
an instrument modifying it.”). 
52  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 653; See Edgewood Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Kirby, 804 S.W.2d 491, 494 (Tex. 1991) 
(“As the district court recognized, it was obliged to observe and enforce our judgment as rendered in the 
absence of changed conditions.”). 

53  459 S.W.2d 465, 466-67 (Tex. App.―Fort Worth 1970, writ ref’d n.r.e.) 
54  See id. at 470.  In the sole authority cited by the Shellberg court, the Oklahoma Supreme Court held that 
when the settlor agreed in a divorce judgment “to make a final disposition of the trust property in the form of 
an irrevocable trust,” that converted the revocable trust into an irrevocable one.  See Harrison v. Johnson, 312 
P.2d 951, 954 (Okla. 1956). 

55  TEC MSJ 3, 16, 35-44. 
56  See JA00338-378. 

141-252083-11
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• TEC did not divide the Dallas Diocese; the diocese decided to divide itself 
and TEC merely consented.57 

• no new affiliation with TEC arose in 1982; every church in the Diocese was 
already affiliated through the Diocese of Dallas.58 

• TEC paid for no local property,59 transferred no local property, and wasn’t 
even a party to the lawsuit making that transfer.60 

 Nothing in TEC’s charters prohibits a diocese from withdrawing from TEC 

completely.61  The Diocese never promised to remain in union forever.  Plaintiffs 

don’t claim Defendants are still bound by any of TEC’s hundreds of provisions . . . 

except for the Dennis Canon.   But that one is unenforceable in Texas. 

B. The Dallas Diocese charters did not impose any trust for TEC 

 Plaintiffs claim the property transferred to the Corporation was already 

subject to a trust imposed by an unqualified accession by the Diocese of Dallas.62  

That is not true. 

 The Dallas Diocese never acceded to the Dennis Canon.  The diocese was 

formed in 1895,63 more than 84 years before TEC adopted the Dennis Canon 

(1979), and 88 years before TEC began requiring unqualified accessions (1983).64  

TEC could not unilaterally and retroactively impose a trust on property owned by 

the Dallas Diocese.65    

                                                 
57  See JA00781-792. 
58  See Defs. MSJ at 43. 
59  See id., Virden Affid. ¶12. 
60  See id. at 50. 
61  See id., Iker Affid. ¶15. 

62  See TEC MSJ at 44-45. 
63  See Maneikis Affid. Ex. 1.  
64  See Defs. MSJ at 39-40 & n.180.  
65  See Best Inv. Co. v. Hernandez, 479 S.W.2d 759, 763 (Tex. Civ. App.―Dallas 1972, writ ref’d n.r.e.) 
(“Declarations of the purported beneficiary of the trust are not competent to establish the trust.”); see also All 
Saints Parish Waccamaw v. Protestant Episcopal Church in Diocese of S. Carolina, 685 S.E.2d 163, 174 (S.C. 2009) 
(holding subsequent adoption of Dennis Canon invalid as to local church’s earlier acquired property). 

141-252083-11
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 There was no precursor to the Dennis Canon.  Plaintiffs point to an 1893 

Canon securing property “from the danger of alienation.”66  But they fail to 

mention that it was repealed in 1973, and in any event required inspection of 

deeds rather than creation of a trust.67   

 Plaintiffs’ only support for the claim that the Dallas Diocese made an 

unqualified accession was a guess by Bishop Iker at his deposition.68  Bishop Iker 

informed Plaintiffs’ counsel he hadn’t read the Dallas charters,69 and of course the 

best evidence of what the Dallas Constitution provides is what it actually says70—

and it says TEC had no enforceable trust interest in Dallas property. 

 The Dallas Diocese’s own Constitution gave TEC no trust interest.71  To the 

contrary, it had a special provision making any such interest unenforceable.  From 

1895 until shortly before division in 1982, the Dallas Constitution vested in the 

local bishop not just legal title but the sole authority to decide disputes about 

control of church property: “In the event of any controversy as to what use may be 

made of any such property or by whom the same may be used, the Bishop with 

the advice of the Standing Committee shall have power to determine such 

controversy.”72  If the bishop could decide any controversy about use, he had sole 

authority to decide what uses were enforceable.  TEC had no trust interest at all, 

but could not have successfully asserted one against the Dallas Diocese if it had.   

                                                 
66  TEC MSJ at 4, 45, 60. 
67  See WHITE & DYKMAN, ANNOTATED CONSTITUTION AND CANONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROTESTANT 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 478-80 (Church Publishing Inc. 1981). 
68  See TEC MSJ 4, 37, 44 (citing A3939). 
69  See Iker Affid. of Dec. 21, 1014 at 162. 
70  See TEX. R. EVID. 1002. 
71  See Maneikis Affid. Exs. 1 through 4. 

72  See id. Ex. 1 (1895 Dallas Const. Art. XVI), Ex. 2 (1948 Dallas Const. Art. XIII(2)), Ex. 3 (1956 Dallas 
Const. Art. XIII(2)). 

141-252083-11
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So for the only church where a deed is cited in the motion, there is trust language 

for some parts of the church property but not others.  Plaintiffs cannot recover 47 

churches based on this kind of proof. 

 There are similar discrepancies, differences, and details in the hundreds of 

other deeds here.  As “another example,” Plaintiffs claim the deed for All Saints 

Episcopal Church (Fort Worth) contains trust language for TEC.77  In fact, there 

are six (6) deeds listing four (4) different grantees, one of which has the quoted 

trust language and five (5) of which do not.78  The Court cannot accept Plaintiffs’ 

invitation to grant control of 300 or so properties without review or regard for 

what the deeds actually say. 

2. The deeds recite a trust for the Dallas Diocese, not TEC 

 Plaintiffs’ motion does not point to a single deed reciting a trust expressly 

for TEC itself.  The quoted deed for St. Timothy’s deed reflects title in the Bishop 

of the Diocese of Dallas and his “successors in office and assigns,” and adds that 

the conveyance is “in trust for the use and benefit of the Protestant Episcopal 

Church, within the territorial limits of what is now known as the said Diocese of 

Dallas, in the State of Texas.”79 

 This recites a trust for the Dallas Diocese, not TEC.  Since 1895, there has 

been no Protestant Episcopal Church within the territorial limits of the Diocese of 

Dallas other than the Diocese of Dallas itself.  TEC is an association of dioceses,80 

so its only presence in a territory is via a diocese.  TEC’s Constitution is very 

specific on this point, granting sole “jurisdiction” within a territory to the local 

                                                 
77  See TEC MSJ at 46 n.154. 
78  See Part VI(E), infra. 
79  See id. at 46-47 (quoting JA02396). 
80 See Defs. MSJ, Iker Affid. ¶15; see also JA00490 (TEC Canon I.10); White & Dykman, ANNOTATED 
CONSTITUTION AND CANONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, 29 (Church Publishing Inc. 1981) (noting that TEC polity reflects “its origin in a federation of 
equal and independent Churches in the several states”). 
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bishop and prohibiting jurisdiction within that territory by anyone else.81  Neither 

the Presiding Bishop nor the General Convention have any territory of their own, 

including in Dallas.82  Because the only presence of TEC in the Dallas area before 

1983 was the Diocese of Dallas, a trust for “TEC within the territorial limits of the 

Diocese of Dallas” can only mean the Diocese of Dallas. 

 This construction is the only reasonable one based on the parties’ intent.83  

Unincorporated churches have traditionally used trustees to hold legal title to 

property, but do not intend for those individuals to take them for their personal 

use.84  The language here simply placed legal title in the bishop and equitable title 

in the diocese itself. 

 Plaintiffs claim another express trust for TEC appears in 13 deeds in the 

form of two words—“in trust”—without specifying for whom.85  But under Texas 

law, a valid trust requires a beneficiary: “To create a trust by a written instrument, 

the beneficiary, the res, and the trust purpose must be identified.”86  Without a 

designated beneficiary, a deed made out to “X as Trustee” is no trust at all.87  A 

                                                 
81  See JA00382, JA00446 (TEC Const. Art. I(2)) (describing bishops of dioceses as the bishop “having 
jurisdiction”); JA00383, JA00448 (TEC Const. Art. II(3) (confining exercise of office by all bishops “to the 
Diocese in which elected”)); JA00385, JA00451 (TEC Const. Art. V(6) (specifying jurisdiction of bishops when 
territory boundaries change)); id. (TEC Const. VI (granting TEC’s General Convention jurisdiction of territory 
only to extent ceded by diocese)). 

82  See WHITE & DYKMAN at 29; Defs. MSJ, Sharpe Affid. Ex. 3 (Gulick depo, pp. 60-61: “[D]oes the 
Presiding Bishop have a Diocese? A. No.”). 
83  See Concord Oil Co. v. Pennzoil Exploration & Prod. Co., 966 S.W.2d 451, 459 (Tex. 1998) (“[O]ur objective 
is to determine the intent of the parties in light of all the provisions of the deed”).(“[O]ur objective is to 
determine the intent of the parties in light of all the provisions of the deed”). 

84  See, e.g., Jones v. Wolf, 43 U.S. 595, 597 (1979) (“The property at issue and on which the church is located 
was acquired in three transactions, and is evidenced by conveyances to the ‘Trustees of [or ‘for’] Vineville 
Presbyterian Church and their successors in office’”); Brown v. Clark, 116 S.W. 360, 361 (Tex. 1909) (“The object 
of the suit was to recover from the defendants certain lots which were deeded by different persons at different 
times to trustees for the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at Jefferson, Tex.”). 

85  See TEC MSJ at 47. 
86  Perfect Union Lodge No. 10, A.F. & A.M., of San Antonio v. Interfirst Bank of San Antonio, N.A., 748 S.W.2d 
218, 220 (Tex. 1988); Pickelner v. Adler, 229 S.W.3d 516, 526 (Tex. App.―Houston [1st Dist.] 2007, pet. denied). 
87  See Nolana Dev. Ass’n v. Corsi, 682 S.W.2d 246, 249 (Tex. 1984) (“[T]he mere designation of a party as 
“trustee” does not create a trust.”). 
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court could construe the context here (to “the Bishop of the Diocese of Dallas in 

trust”) as a trust for the Diocese of Dallas, but again that would create a trust for 

the Dallas Diocese, not TEC. 

 Finally, Plaintiffs claim an express trust for TEC in 23 deeds that recite some 

kind of trust for a specific congregation.88  Again, Plaintiffs quote only one deed, 

which says the property “shall not be sold, transferred, mortgaged, pledged, or in 

anywise encumbered except for the sole use and benefit of All Saints Episcopal 

Church of Wichita Falls.”  By its own terms, this provision restricts sales and 

encumbrances, not daily use or control; as this lawsuit does not contemplate a sale 

of this church, the restriction is irrelevant.  In any event, as the church named in 

the deed is itself the unincorporated association in union with the Diocese,89 

nothing here creates any interest that can be claimed by Plaintiffs. 

3. The Dallas Diocese’s trust was transferred to each particular church in 1984  

 In the early 1980s, the Dallas Diocese decided to divide, and at the same 

time to transfer legal title of church property to nonprofit corporations so the 

bishop personally did not have to sign all routine matters.90  Both steps required 

judicial modification by a court.91 

 In the 1984 judgment, the 95th District Court transferred legal title from the 

Bishop of Dallas to new corporations affiliated with the Dallas and Fort Worth 

Dioceses respectively.  Plaintiffs assert that this judgment did not transfer 

equitable title.92  But that cannot be right; if it were, all the churches in this dispute 

are still held in trust for the Diocese of Dallas.  That of course is not a reasonable 

construction, nor the position of any party.  To the contrary, the only reasonable 
                                                 
88  See TEC MSJ at 47. 
89  See Part I(D), supra. 
90  See Maneikis Affid. Ex. 4 p. 21. 
91  See TEX. PROP. CODE §112.054; see also TEXAS TRUST ACT § 7 (formerly TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 7425b-7), 
Act of April 19, 1943, 48th Leg., R.S., ch. 148, § 7, 1943 TEX. GEN. LAWS 232, 234. 
92  See TEC MSJ at 49. 
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construction is that the Judgment necessarily split beneficial title between the two 

dioceses along the same lines as legal title.  There can be no question this was the 

parties’ intent: the dioceses as beneficial titleholders were each parties to the 1984 

action, while TEC was not.93   

 But in splitting beneficial title, the 1984 judgment did not specify what 

entity took it.  That had already been decided before, when the Diocese of Fort 

Worth was founded on express provisions that all property acquired for particular 

churches was to be held in trust for those churches alone.94  This was an important 

change: the charters of the Diocese of Dallas did not contain an express trust for 

the local churches,95 and the Fort Worth Diocese’s Primary Convention took the 

extraordinary step of adding one by floor amendment to draft charters that did 

not contain it.96   By consenting to the 1984 judgment, both the previous holder of 

equitable title (the Dallas Diocese) and the transferees in the suit (the Fort Worth 

Corporation and Diocese) placed legal title in the Corporation and equitable title 

in the particular local churches using them.97 

 There is no question about the parties’ authority to make this transfer.  The 

Constitution of the Dallas Diocese gave its bishop sole authority to decide any 

controversy about control or use of diocesan property.98  The deed quoted in 

Plaintiffs’ motion expressly granted him “the right, power and authority to 

control, lease, sell, mortgage, encumber, and dispose” of the property.99  Since that 

deed was acquired by purchase rather than gift or bequest, the bishop was not 

                                                 
93  See JA00001-02. 
94  See JA00113 (1982 FW Const. Art. 13); JA00131 (1982 FW Canon 12.4). 

95  See Maneikis Affid. Exs. 1 through 4. 
96  See JA00360-61, JA00113, JA00131. 
97  See TEX. PROP. CODE §112.051 (providing from revocation by settlor); §112.055 (providing from judicial 
modification); §112.110 (providing for disclaimer by beneficiary). 
98  See Maneikis Affid. Ex. 1 (1895 Dallas Const. Art. XVI), Ex. 2 (1948 Dallas Const. Art. XIII(2)), Ex. 3 
(1956 Dallas Const. Art. XIII(2)). 
99  See JA02396. 
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only the grantee but the settlor who created the trust and thus could revoke any 

previous trust under Texas law.100 Pursuant to authority from all these sources, 

the Bishop of Dallas (who became the Bishop of Fort Worth101), the two dioceses, 

and the two corporations agreed to place legal title in the Corporation and 

equitable title in the local parishes.   

 State law bars Plaintiffs from raising a complaint that the 1984 transfer did 

not transfer equitable title.  Under Texas law, an undisclosed beneficiary cannot 

question transfers by a trustee.102  None of the Plaintiffs, including the national 

entity with no territory in Texas, is disclosed as a beneficiary on any deeds.  

Accordingly, they cannot question the transfers accomplished by the 1984 

judgment. 

III. THERE IS NO CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
 As shown in Defendants’ motion, a constructive trust is a remedy, not a 

cause of action,103 and Plaintiffs have no valid cause of action.  Constructive trusts 

are not available just because a litigant thinks something is unfair.  If they were, 

constructive trusts would be ubiquitous.  Instead, Texas law requires that they be 

“used with caution” and granted only upon “strict proof.”104   

 The Texas Supreme Court did not “precisely” instruct this Court to 

consider Plaintiffs’ claim for a constructive trust.105  The opinion never mentions 

constructive trusts . . . because Plaintiffs never pleaded one until 2014 after losing 

their primary claims.   The Opinion said Plaintiffs could assert “a resulting trust or 

                                                 
100  See TEX. PROP. CODE § 112.051. 
101  See JA00005. 
102  See TEX. PROP. CODE § 101.001. 
103  See Defs. MSJ at 44-45. 

104  Rankin v. Naftalis, 557 S.W.2d 940, 944 (Tex. 1977). 
105  See TEC MSJ at 53. 
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other trust,”106 but Plaintiffs have prudently abandoned any resulting trust claim 

that is reserved for someone who personally paid for disputed property107—which 

TEC never has.108  No constructive trust can be imposed here because there has 

been no unjust enrichment and no breach of fiduciary duty. 

A. There is no unjust enrichment 

 Plaintiffs never thought about constructive trusts until recently because 

they apply only to instances of unjust enrichment.109  Defendants have not been 

enriched by disaffiliation: the individuals have gained nothing financially,110 and 

the entities have gained no property they did not already have.   TEC and its small 

group of loyalists are the only ones looking for unjust enrichment—seeking to 

control scores of churches they have never attended, much less paid for.111  The 

trust they seek in “equity” would ensure that many of these churches will be 

abandoned,112 and would invite other national officers to seek to divert property 

paid for and owned locally to causes local donors would never support.113   

 Constructive trusts are imposed only on property that was flagrantly and 

wrongfully acquired.114  This is not a case like Mills v. Gray where an elderly 

mother gave money to her son to buy her a house, which he then titled in his own 
                                                 
106  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 653. 
107  See Tricentrol Oil Trading, Inc. v. Annesley, 809 S.W.2d 218, 220 (Tex. 1991) (“When title to property is 
taken in the name of someone other than the person who advances the purchase price, a resulting trust is 
created in favor of the payor.”). 
108  See Defs. MSJ Virden Affid. ¶5. 
109  See Holmes v. Kent, 221 S.W.3d 622, 628 (Tex. 2007) (“Constructive trusts, being remedial in character, 
have the very broad function of redressing wrong or unjust enrichment in keeping with basic principles of 
equity and justice.”). 

110  See Defs. MSJ, Virden Affid. ¶12. 
111  See id. at 44-60. 
112  See id. at 53-54. 
113  See id. at 58-59. 
114  Ginther v. Taub, 675 S.W.2d 724, 728 (Tex. 1984) (“[C]onstructive trusts, being remedial in character, 
have the very broad function of redressing wrong or unjust enrichment in keeping with the basic principles of 
equity and justice.”)  (quoting Meadows v. Bierschwale, 516 S.W.2d 125, 131 (Tex.1974)). 
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name.115  This is not a case like Pope v. Garrett, where two children blocked their 

mother on her deathbed from signing a will because it would leave everything to a 

friend instead.116  This is not a case like Libhart v. Copeland (the only case in Texas 

history that appears to have imposed a constructive trust on church property) 

where the pastor sold the sanctuary and bought a house for his daughter with the 

proceeds.117  This case falls far short of any previous constructive trust cases in 

Texas; imposing a constructive trust here would not follow neutral principles of 

Texas law. 

 Plaintiffs have a lot of nerve complaining about injustice when they 

themselves are responsible for this entire controversy. The underlying theological 

dispute is no part of this lawsuit, but Plaintiffs themselves attribute it to the 

modernizing changes TEC made regarding church leadership.118  They complain 

about Defendants’ statements in prior litigation, even though those were drafted 

by one of the Plaintiffs’ own attorneys when he formerly represented the 

Diocese.119  They complain that the Defendants are wasting church assets, without 

acknowledging that their small group of parishioners can never fill the pews or 

pay for the upkeep of all these churches.  They feign shock at $3.5 million lien 

intended to fund this litigation, when it was they who filed the lawsuit and 

alternative arrangements have limited the amount of the actual lien to $105,000.120  

And it is especially galling that they complain about moving the church’s bank 

accounts temporarily to Louisiana, when their own lawyers were trying to freeze 

                                                 
115  210 S.W.2d 985 (Tex. 1948). 

116  211 S.W.2d 559, 562 (Tex. 1948). 
117  See 949 S.W.2d 783, 791 (Tex. App. 1997) 
118  See TEC MSJ at 65. 
119  Defendants have objected to and will move to strike such evidence in a timely matter before this 
motion is heard.  Defendants reserve the right to make further response to those allegations should the Court 
deny that motion to strike. 
120  See Bates Affid. p. 2. 
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the Diocese’s bank accounts in Texas.121  Because “he who seeks equity must do 

equity,”122 Plaintiffs are not entitled to a constructive trust for events precipitated 

by themselves. 

B. There is no fiduciary duty or breach 

 Plaintiffs have not pleaded fraud against any Defendant, nor presented any 

evidence of it.  “Fraud is an essential element of a constructive trust, and mere 

failure to discharge a promise of something to be done in the future is not 

fraud.”123 

 Instead, Plaintiffs allege “constructive fraud” based entirely on alleged 

breaches of alleged fiduciary duties.124  Churches and their officers 

unquestionably owe spiritual and legal duties to the parishioners they oversee.  

But fiduciary duties only extend to matters within the scope of the fiduciary 

relationship.125  A fiduciary duty to preach the Gospel and steward church 

resources faithfully does not extend to turning property over to a national 

association or minority group that did not pay for them and cannot possibly use 

them.  Defendants owed no fiduciary duty to TEC regarding property because the 

properties here never belonged to TEC.   

 Plaintiffs try to create fiduciary duties from several sources, but none are 

recognized by neutral principles of Texas law.  The Diocese’s charters state no 

fiduciary duty owed to Plaintiffs.126  The 1984 judgment states no fiduciary duty 

                                                 
121  See Parrott Affid. ¶¶3-4 & Ex. 1. 
122  Johnson v. Cherry, 726 S.W.2d 4, 8 (Tex. 1987) (quoting  Sudderth v. Howard, 560 S.W.2d 511, 516 (Tex. 
Civ. App.—Amarillo 1978, writ ref'd n.r.e.)). 
123  Trustees of Casa View Assembly of God Church v. Williams, 414 S.W.2d 697, 701 (Tex. App.―Austin 1967, 
no writ); accord, Talley v. Howsley, 176 S.W.2d 158, 160 (Tex. 1943). 
124  See TEC MSJ at 54-67. 
125  See Rankin v. Naftalis, 557 S.W.2d 940, 944 (Tex.1977) (“[T]he fiduciary duties extended only to dealings 
within the scope of the underlying relationship of the parties”). 
126  See Defs. MSJ 39-40, 54. 
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owed to Plaintiffs, who were not even parties in that case.127  Nor did TEC’s 

charters include any fiduciary duty: the general requirement to “well and 

faithfully perform” duties is not a fiduciary duty, and in any event applied only to 

church officers, not local volunteers.128   

 This Court cannot impose a fiduciary duty that would violate Texas 

corporate and trust laws.129  As shown in Defendants’ motion for summary 

judgment: 

• The Corporation never had a fiduciary relationship with TEC, or even a 
contract; it owed duties only to (a) the entity known as the Diocese in 
2006,130 and (b) the local churches affiliated with that Diocese.131 

• The Trustees were officers of a corporation rather than a church, and thus 
owed duties to the Corporation alone.132  

• The Diocese owed duties to TEC before disaffiliation, but none regarding 
local property.133  

• Bishop Iker had no fiduciary duty to TEC with respect to property; his 
declaration of conformity (a) related to spiritual matters rather than 
property control, and (b) contains no promise to remain affiliated with TEC 
forever.134 

• The Defendant Congregations were not in union with TEC, and from 
inception enjoyed an exclusive trust protecting their own parish property 
for any claim by TEC to it.135   

                                                 
127  See Part IV(B), infra. 
128  See Defs. MSJ at 55-56. 
129  See id. at 46-48. 
130  See id. at 51-52. 
131  See Part I(D), supra. 

132  See Defs. MSJ at 51-54. 
133  See id. at 54. 
134  See Defs. MSJ at 56-57; see also Iker Supp. Affid. Ex. 1 & Ex. 3 at 35 (“So the final Declaration of 
Conformity to the doctrine, discipline and worship of The Episcopal Church is predicated upon the previous 
declarations, conformity to the doctrine, discipline and worship and worship of Christ, as this church has 
received them, and the authoritative teaching of the Holy Scriptures as the Word of God”). 
135  See Defs. MSJ at 41, 54. 
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• The Primary Convention delegates did not become fiduciaries of TEC by 
their signatures, which do not indicate that they signed as officers for any 
of the Defendants rather than for themselves alone.136   

 The fact that these parties had a long and often cordial relationship is no 

evidence that it was confidential or fiduciary in nature.137  Nor does the fact that 

they trusted one another create such a relationship, as all transactions in life 

include such elements but very few create a fiduciary relation.138  Defendants’ 

participation in TEC for more than 20 years did not impose any fiduciary duty to 

continue to do so.139  Plaintiffs point to a Virginia court that imposed a 

constructive trust on little more than this,140 but courts in other jurisdictions have 

rejected similar arguments.141  The relevant point here is that this Court must 

apply neutral principles of Texas law, not the trust laws of some other state. 

 In the end, all of Plaintiffs’ constructive trust arguments fail because they 

are based on actions the Defendants had every right to take under Texas law.  

Without the Dennis Canon, there is simply no basis to argue that Defendants had 

some fiduciary duty with which they failed to comply.   And without Deference, 

mere affiliation with a national church will not support a constructive trust.   

C. Alleged promises are not fiduciary duties 

 The errors in Plaintiffs’ litany of alleged broken promises are addressed 

elsewhere in this response and will not be repeated here.  For a few additional 

reasons, none would support a constructive trust even if they were true. 

                                                 
136  See JA00365-71. 
137  See Crim Truck & Tractor Co. v. Navistar Int'l Transp. Corp., 823 S.W.2d 591, 595 (Tex. 1992). 

138  See id.  
139  See, e.g., Bohatch v. Butler & Binion, 977 S.W.2d 543, 545 (Tex. 1998) (noting “the relationship between 
partners is fiduciary … [y]et partners have no obligation to remain partners”). 
140  See TEC MSJ at 53 (citing Falls Church v. Protestant Episcopal Church in the U.S., 740 S.E.2d 530, 540-42 
(Va. 2013). 

141  See Bjorkman v. Protestant Episcopal Church in U.S. of Am. of Diocese of Lexington, 759 S.W.2d 583, 587 (Ky. 
1988); Save Immaculata/Dunblane, Inc. v. Immaculata Preparatory Sch., Inc., 514 A.2d 1152, 1157 (D.C. 1986). 
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 First, broken promises or breach of contract are not fraud, and won’t 

support a constructive trust.142  Breaches by a fiduciary may do so, but the remedy 

there is based on breach of fiduciary duty, not a broken promise.  As shown 

above, no fiduciary duty applies here.   

 Second, statements made to third parties are neither fraud nor breach of 

fiduciary duty, as they are neither intended for, nor relied upon by, the plaintiff.143  

Thus, any statements to the IRS regarding a group exemption impose no 

confidential or fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs.  Nor do statements in other litigation 

(the 1984 Judgment,144 the McCauley case,145 or the Dixon amicus brief146) to which 

the Plaintiffs were not parties.  

 Third, promises by one party do not support imposing a constructive trust 

on property belonging to someone else.  Even if Bishop Iker’s declaration of 

conformity to doctrine could be stretched to cover real property, it would not 

support a constructive trust on property he never owned—before or after the 

declaration, or before or after disaffiliation. 

 This is not to suggest that Defendants concede having broken any promises.  

They do not.  As noted often before, Plaintiffs’ assertions are based mostly on 

citations that are misleading or plainly wrong.  To cite one more example, 

Plaintiffs claim the Corporation’s original bylaws required that it conduct affairs 

“in conformity with the Constitution and Canons of the Episcopal Church in the 

United States of America . . . as . . . supplemented from time to time by the General 

                                                 
142  See Crim Truck & Tractor Co. v. Navistar Int'l Transp. Corp., 823 S.W.2d 591, 596 (Tex. 1992); Thigpen v. 
Locke, 363 S.W.2d 247, 252 (Tex. 1962). 
143  See In re Int’l Profit Assocs., Inc., 274 S.W.3d 672, 678 (Tex. 2009) (requiring intent that plaintiff reliance 
and justifiable reliance by plaintiff to show fraud). 
144  See JA00001 et seq. 

145  See A982-A1046. 
146  See A1047-A1073. 
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Convention of the Church.”147  Actually, that bylaw said the Corporation should 

act in conformity with charters of TEC “and the Constitution and Canons of the 

Episcopal Diocese of Fort Worth, as they may be amended or supplemented from time to 

time.”148  No reasonable juror could read this bylaw as a written commitment that 

the Diocese would not amend its charters. 

IV. ASSOCIATIONS LAW 

A. Churches are not governed by the statute for Grand Lodges and Masons 

 In one of their broader misinterpretations, Plaintiffs claim Texas law for a 

century has said local chapters of a larger association are not independent entities, 

cannot sever this relationship, and cannot retain any property upon 

disaffiliation.149  They cite six (6) cases in their discussion of Texas law, every one 

of which involves a Grand Lodge, the Masons, or similar benevolent societies.150  

But a state law governs those cases that does not apply to churches. 

 From 1899 till today, Texas statutes have required subordinate chapters of 

Grand Lodges, Masons, and other benevolent societies to forfeit all property to 

“the grand body” upon termination: “all property and rights existing in the 

subordinate body pass to and vest in the grand body to which it was attached.”  

See TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE § 23.110.151  In every one of the Plaintiffs’ cases, the local 

                                                 
147  TEC MSJ at 40. 

148  JA00076 (emphasis added). 
149  See TEC MSJ at 3, 67-72. 
150  See District Grand Lodge No. 25 Grand United Order of Odd Fellows v. Jones, 160 S.W.2d 915, 922 (Tex. 
1942); Progressive Union of Tex. v. Indep. Union of Colored Laborers of Tex., Lodge No. 1, 264 S.W.2d 765, 768 (Tex. 
Civ. App.—Galveston 1954, writ ref’d n.r.e.); Old Nat’l Life Ins. Co. v. Jerusalem Lodge No. 67, Free & Accepted 
Masons, 192 S.W.2d 921, 924 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1945, writ ref’d n.r.e.); District Grand Lodge No. 25, Grand 
United Order of Odd Fellows v. Logan, 177 S.W.2d 813, 815 (Tex. Civ. App.—Fort Worth 1943, writ ref’d); Frierson 
v. Modern Mut. Health & Accident Ins. Co., 172 S.W.2d 389, 392–93 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1943, writ ref’d 
w.o.m); Minor v. St. John’s Union Grand Lodge of Free & Accepted Ancient York Masons, 130 S.W. 893, 896 (Tex. 
Civ. App.—1910, writ ref’d). 

151  See also Act of March 6, 1899, 526th Leg., R.S., ch. 138, § 8(3), 1899 TEX. GEN. LAWS 235, 236 (formerly 
TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. Art. 1403). 
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chapter’s rules prevented it from retaining property upon disaffiliation because a 

state law made that mandatory.152  

 This statute does not apply to other associations like churches.  The rule for 

them is the general rule that an association can adopt whatever rules it wishes to 

specify what happens to property upon termination.153  As the Texas Supreme 

Court noted in 1942, if an association’s rules are silent about local property upon 

disaffiliation, it is not forfeited.154 

 It is again troubling that Plaintiffs quote these Grand Lodge cases not only as 

applicable Texas law (without mentioning their special statute) but deliberately 

truncated quotations to disguise the fact that they apply only to lodges: 

Local lodges Local chapters of associations “come into being, not as 
independent organizations existing solely for the benefit of their 
members, but as constituents of the larger organization, the grand 
lodge, organized for specific purposes …”155  

“Prince Edwin Lodge is not an independent organization, existing 
solely for the benefit of its members, but that it is a part and parcel of 
a larger organization, known as the Grand Lodge ….”156 

This is plainly misleading. 

 Unlike lodges, Plaintiffs can point to no statute in which the Legislature 

dictated rules for churches.  Unlike lodges, nothing in either set of church charters 

                                                 
152  See Jones, 160 S.W.2d at 918-19; Jerusalem Lodge, 192 S.W.2d at 923; Logan, 177 S.W.2d at 815; Frierson, 172 
S.W.2d at 392-93; Minor, 130 S.W. at 896. 

153  See Jones, 160 S.W.2d 922 (“It is generally held that the constitution and by-laws of a voluntary 
association, whether incorporated or not, are controlling as to its internal management.”); Jones v. Maples, 184 
S.W.2d 844, 848 (Tex. Civ. App.—Eastland 1944, writ ref’d) (“The Association … has the right that its funds be 
paid out only on the order of the president and be paid by check of the treasurer, as provided in the 
constitution and by-laws.”); see also TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE § 1.102(35)(A) (“‘Governing authority’ means a 
person or group of persons who are entitled to manage and direct the affairs of an entity under this code and 
the governing documents of the and the governing documents of the entity.”); id. § 252.017(b) (providing that 
definitions in chapter 1 of the Code apply to nonprofit associations). 
154  Jones, 160 S.W.2d at 922 (citing Am. Legion, v. Big Spring Veterans, 73 S.W.2d 594, 597 (Tex. Civ. 
App.―Eastland 1934, writ dism’d)). 

155  TEC MSJ at 17, 68, 86 (quoting only part of Jones, 177 S.W.2d at 921). 
156  Id. at 3, 86 (quoting only part of Minor, 130 S.W. 896). 
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here creates an irrevocable rule that forfeits local property to a national group 

upon disaffiliation.  The only rules that govern here are the ones the parties 

adopted that are enforceable.157  Under TEC’s rules, nothing prevents a diocese 

from disaffiliating and retaining its property.  By contrast, under the Diocese’s 

rules, the Individual Plaintiffs forfeited their interest in parish property when they 

withdrew from union with the Diocese without complying with Canon 32.158  

B. Church property is not governed by IRS income tax regulations 

 Plaintiffs claim 60 times in their motion that the Diocese and Corporation 

gained tax benefits from an IRS form letter saying they were “subordinate” to 

TEC.159  The Texas Supreme Court instructed this Court to apply neutral 

principles of state law, not the IRS’s tax regulations.  Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ 

arguments are not only factually incorrect but legally irrelevant. 

 State corporate law governs, not IRS regulations.  Under Texas law and 

the Supreme Court’s opinion in Masterson, no “outside entity has authority to 

control” a Texas nonprofit corporation “absent corporate documents and law so 

providing.’”160  IRS regulations and form letters do not change state property, tax, 

corporate, or associations law.  Group tax exemptions do not govern who has legal 

or beneficial title to real property.  

 “Subordinate” is not a term recognized by Texas corporate law. Whether 

an entity is “subordinate” to TEC according to the IRS says nothing about who 

controls its property.  IRS regulations define “subordinates” for a group tax 

                                                 
157  Manning v. San Antonio Club, 63 Tex. 166, 1884 WL 20384 *4 (Tex. 1884); accord, Cline v. Ins. Exch. of 
Houston, 166 S.W.2d 677, 680-81 (Tex.  1943) (“A voluntary association has the power to enact rules governing 
the admission of members and prescribing certain qualifications for membership; and such rules will be 
enforced, unless they are against good morals or violate the laws of the State.”).   
158  See Part I(D), supra. 
159  See A2632. 
160  Masterson, 422 S.W.3d at 609-10; see also TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 1396-2.15 (codified at Tex. Bus. Orgs. 
Code §§ 22.206, -208, -.211) (providing that control of corporation belongs to those determined by its articles 
and bylaws). 
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exemption as those over which a central organization exercises “general 

supervision or control.”161  The regulation does not define what this phrase means, 

and any large group while have some supervisory rule regardless of how property 

rights are structured.162 TEC’s General Convention has general supervision of 

many matters that the IRS might worry about (i.e., proper banks, financial records, 

audits, and insurance coverage)163 and others that it might not (i.e., admitting or 

dividing a diocese,164 the Book of Common Prayer,165 or specifying who can be 

married166).  But TECs charters do not make dioceses subordinate when it comes 

to picking a bishop, calling a convention, or owning property.  Whether an entity 

is “subordinate” for IRS tax purposes does not affect who owns or controls all its 

property. 

 The IRS letter addresses only the Corporation.  The IRS letter is addressed 

only to the Corporation, not the Diocese.167  Plaintiffs’ motion incorrectly applies it 

to both.168   

 Defendants needed no IRS exemption, so they gained nothing from it.  

Even if everything Plaintiffs allege were true, Defendants received no benefits 

from an IRS group exemption.  Churches are automatically tax-exempt, and a 

federal statute says they need not apply for an IRS exemption.169  Accordingly, 

                                                 
161  See 26 C.F.R. § 601.201(n)(8)(b). 
162  See BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1667 (10th ed. 2014) (“supervision, n. The series of acts involved in 
managing, directing, or overSeeing persons or projects.”). 
163  See, e.g., JA00397. 

164  See JA00384-85. 
165  See JA00386. 
166  See JA00405. 
167  See A2632. 
168  See TEC MSJ at 4, 28, 64, 80, 81 

169  See 26 U.S.C. §§ 508(c)(1)(A), 6033(a)(3)(A)(i), (iii); Priests For Life v. U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 
No. 13-5368, 2014 WL 5904732, at *35 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 14, 2014). 
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Defendants received no benefits from any group exemption other than that to 

which they were already entitled 

 The Diocese clearly denied affiliation with TEC.  Finally, Plaintiffs allege 

the Diocese represented to the IRS in 2007 that it consisted of TEC clergy and 

laity.170  When the Diocese sought its own group exemption in November 2007 

(while considering disaffiliation171), it informed the IRS that its only affiliation was 

with the Anglican Communion.172  On page 75 of an attachment to the application 

consisting of its current charters, a “Geographic Description” of the Diocese said 

that it covered clergy and laity of TEC in 23 counties in Texas.173  That of course 

was true when the application was filed, but not soon thereafter.174  No reasonable 

juror reading this form could believe the geographical description attached to it 

proved the Diocese was subordinate to TEC. 

V. CORPORATE LAW 
 The Defendant Trustees and Bishop Iker are entitled to control the 

Corporation under neutral principles of Texas corporate law.175  Any creditor 

looking at the Corporation’s articles and bylaws would come to that conclusion ― 

and state law enforces those documents for that very reason. 

 Corporate law, not trust law, governs removal of corporate officers.  Texas 

corporate law prohibits election or removal of corporate officers except as 

provided in the corporate articles and bylaws.176  Plaintiffs’ argument that trust 

                                                 
170  See TEC MSJ at 7, 28, 86. 
171  See A3937, A3951. 

172  See A3771. 
173  See A3765 (part II(3)); A3789.75. 
174  Compare JA00179 (2006 Canons indicating the Geographical Description followed Canon 42 and 
preceded “Recording Data”) with JA00249 (showing that “Geographical Description” had been deleted). 
175  See Defs. MSJ at 18-34. 

176  See id. at 18-21 (citing TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 1396-2.15 (codified at TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE §§ 22.206, -208, 
-.211). 
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law justifies removing corporate officers regardless of corporate law violates the 

canon of construction that state statutes must be harmonized.177  As the Trustees 

are trustees only of the corporation, and the Corporation itself is the trustee of the 

express trust for local churches, only Texas corporate law applies here. 

 Plaintiffs concoct four reasons the Court should ignore what the 

Corporation’s bylaws say.  The first is their Deference theory: the Court must defer 

to TEC regarding who should control the Diocese and thus the Corporation.  But 

the Texas Supreme Court instructed this Court to decide that question by Texas 

corporate law, as state law “dictates how the corporation can be operated, 

including determining the terms of office of corporate directors, the circumstances 

under which articles and bylaws can be amended, and the effect of the 

amendments.”178  Nothing in Texas law or the corporate and church charters 

authorizes an outside or minority group like Plaintiffs to call a convention of the 

Diocese, disqualify and remove all the corporate officers and replace them at one 

time, change the bylaws, and disregard the Board’s determination of its own 

chairman.179 

 Second, Plaintiffs allege Defendants are disqualified as Trustees because the 

2006 amendments to the Corporation’s articles and bylaws are void as not “in 

conformity” with the Diocese’s charter.180  As in so many other instances, this 

argument relies on defiance of the Texas Supreme Court and abuse of quotations.  

The Supreme Court held that amendment of corporate bylaws is governed by 

Texas corporate law,181 and Plaintiffs cite nothing in state law that bars the 

Corporation’s 2006 amendments.  The misquotations involve using truncated 

                                                 
177  See Leordeanu v. Am. Protection Ins. Co., 330 S.W.3d 239, 248 n.35 (Tex. 2010) (“We construe statutes to 
give effect to every provision and ensure that no provision is rendered meaningless or superfluous.”). 
178  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 652. 
179  See Defs. MSJ at 18-34. 

180  See TEC MSJ at 74-78. 
181  Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 652. 
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summaries about the Corporation’s bylaws, which omit the inconvenient parts: 

“The affairs of the Corporation … shall be conducted in conformity with the body 

now known as the Episcopal Diocese of Fort Worth's acknowledgment of and 

allegiance to the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church of Christ … with all rights and 

authority to govern the business and affairs of the Corporation being solely in the board of 

trustees.”182  So the Corporation’s actual bylaws: (1) require conformity to the 

Diocese that existed in 2006, not Plaintiffs’ substitute created in 2009; (2) 

specifically require conformity to the Diocese’s acknowledgement and allegiance 

to the entire Church of Christ, not TEC; and (3) grant the board sole authority to 

govern the Corporation’s affairs, which would include amending its charters.183   

 Third, Plaintiffs claim they alone are members in good standing of a parish 

or mission.  As shown in detail elsewhere, they may rightfully claim to be 

members of a parish or mission, but not of the ones that are in union with the 

Diocese that elect the Trustees or enjoy the use of these properties.184   

 Finally, Plaintiffs seek removal of the Defendant Trustees for failing to 

recognize Plaintiffs’ alleged trusts.  For the reasons already stated, the Defendants 

complied with the only trusts and fiduciary duties recognized by Texas law.185  

The Property Code authorizes a court to remove a trustee, but the trustee of the 

trusts for the local churches is the Corporation itself; the Individual Defendants 

are Trustees of the Corporation itself.  Texas corporate law does not authorize 

                                                 
182  See TEC MSJ at 40 (quoting only part of JA00090). 
183  Plaintiffs cite an affidavit by Bishop Iker from 1994 (20 years ago) for the proposition that “no person 
may be a member of a parish who is not a member of The Episcopal Church.” See TEC MSJ at 76 (citing 
A1013).  Defendants have objected and will move to strike such evidence because the Diocese’s former 
attorney is trying to use his own work against his former client.  Regardless, the facts are that persons are not 
“members” of TEC, they are members of parishes which are in union with the Diocese; while Trustees thus 
had to be “affiliated” with TEC when the Diocese was affiliated with TEC, after 2008 that was no longer true.  
See Iker Supp. Affid. ¶14. 

184  See Part I(D), supra; Defs. MSJ at 20-23 & Iker Affid. ¶¶10-13. 
185  See Parts II & III, supra; Defs. MSJ Parts III-VI. 
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removing corporate officers contrary to the bylaws simply because a minority or 

outsider would run the corporation differently.186   

 Texas law does not allow an alleged beneficiary to remove a trustee every 

time they disagree.187  If that were the rule, Texas trusts would effectively be run 

by the beneficiaries rather than the trustees.  As the Texas Supreme Court held in 

2009, good-faith disagreements about trust decisions or a conflict of interest 

standing alone are not sufficient grounds for removal.188   

VI. LIMITATIONS & ADVERSE POSSESSION 
 TEC had actual and constructive notice that the Corporation held property 

in trust only for local churches.  TEC’s own rules required new dioceses to submit 

their original charters to the General Convention for review,189 and on that basis 

TEC then admitted the Diocese into union.190  TEC also had actual and 

constructive notice of the Diocese’s revocation of the Dennis Canon, as again 

TEC’s own rules require annual journals from dioceses to include such changes.191  

A party cannot plead ignorance of matters reflected in public records,192 especially 

when those records are its very own.  Because TEC did nothing for twenty years 

thereafter, limitations and adverse possession apply.193 

                                                 
186  See Defs. MSJ at 18-21 (citing TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 1396-2.15 (codified at TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE §§ 
22.206, -208, -.211). 

187  See Kappus v. Kappus, 284 S.W.3d 831, 837 (Tex. 2009). 
188  See id. 
189  See JA00400 (1979 TEC Canon I(9)(4)). 
190  See JA00064. 
191  See Defs. MSJ at 49. 

192  See BP Am. Prod. Co. v. Marshall, 342 S.W.3d 59, 66 (Tex 2011) 
193  See Defs. MSJ at 36, 49. 
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 There was no “squatting on this property since the 1980s” as Plaintiffs 

derisively claim.194  The Defendant Corporation has always held recorded legal 

title, which is why the shorter limitations periods apply.195 

 Plaintiffs say no possession was adverse because the properties here were 

not held “by another” as Defendants were “indisputably constituent entities of 

TEC.”196  But it is undisputed that the Defendants are separate entities from TEC, 

and Plaintiffs assert no ground to disregard these legal entities.  Plaintiffs’ reliance 

on the Grand Lodge cases is again erroneous, because unlike the Masons, Shriners, 

or Moose, a local church or diocese is not “part and parcel” of TEC. 

 Plaintiffs also say no possession was adverse because the Defendants were 

fully entitled to possession.  But as the Texas Supreme Court held in 2011, 

possession by one entitled to possession becomes adverse when the rights of 

anyone else are repudiated:  “A cotenant's use of the common property is 

presumed non-adverse unless the cotenant repudiates the title of its cotenant.”197  

The Supreme Court held in that case that a lease operator’s drilling activities were 

not necessarily adverse to a cotenant, but became adverse when the operator paid 

the plaintiff much less as a royalty owner than he would have received as a 

contenant.198   

 In this case, Defendants could not have been any clearer when they 

repudiated any TEC trust interest in 1989:  “No adverse claim to such beneficial 

interest … by The Episcopal Church of the United States of America is 

acknowledged, but rather is expressly denied.”199  As a matter of law, the 

                                                 
194  See TEC MSJ at 84. 
195  See Defs. MSJ at 36-37. 
196  See TEC MSJ at 84. 
197  BP Am. Prod. Co., 342 S.W.3d at 71. 

198  Id. 
199  See Defs. MSJ at 40-41, JA00213. 
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Diocese’s adoption of this Canon and Plaintiffs’ receipt of it establish that Plaintiffs 

had actual and constructive notice that the Defendants claimed an unmistakably 

hostile and unequivocal right to exclude any trust interest for TEC.200 

 Additionally, Plaintiffs claim that limitations and adverse possession did 

not begin in 1989 because Defendants’ revocation of the Dennis Canon was a 

“non-justiciable matter of internal church discipline” for which they had no cause 

of action.  But ouster of a property interest is a property claim.  This argument 

once again ignores the Texas Supreme Court’s holding that property claims are 

secular matters over which courts have jurisdiction.201  

 Finally, Plaintiffs claim there was no adverse possession after repudiation 

of the Dennis Canon in 1982 and 1989 because Defendants “repeatedly affirmed 

their accession to Church law.”202  There has been no accession of any kind since 

1982, and none ever to the Dennis Canon.  No reasonable juror could conclude 

that Defendants’ compliance with TEC’s other procedural and administrative 

rules over 20 years indicated they acknowledged or acquiesced in any property 

claim under the Dennis Canon.   

VII. PLAINTIFFS’ REMAINING GROUNDS 

A. Estoppel 

 Defendants’ motion anticipated and has already responded to Plaintiffs’ 

motion asserting estoppel.203  Defendants incorporate those arguments, and briefly 

add thereto. 

                                                 
200  See BP Am. Prod. Co., 342 S.W.3d at 72. 
201  See Fort Worth, 422 S.W.3d at 650 (“But courts applying the neutral principles or methodology . . . 
decide non-ecclesiastical issues such as property ownership and whether trusts exist based on the same 
neutral principles of secular law that apply to other entities.”). 

202  See TEC MSJ at 89. 
203  See Defs. MSJ at 62-63. 
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 Judicial estoppel applies only to statements made under oath in judicial 

proceedings.204  There is no evidence showing a violation of any oaths by 

Defendants. 

 Quasi-estoppel “may preclude a party from asserting a right inconsistent 

with his unsworn allegations or admissions in a former action, but such estoppel 

arises only in favor of the parties to the first suit and those in privity with 

them.”205  None of the Plaintiffs was a party in the earlier actions Plaintiffs rely 

only, so it does not apply here either. 

 Equitable estoppel is equally inapplicable.  It requires: (1) a false 

representation or concealment of material facts; (2) made with knowledge, actual 

or constructive, of those facts; (3) with the intention that it should  be acted on; (4) 

to a party without knowledge or means of obtaining knowledge of the facts; (5) 

who detrimentally relies on the representations.206  Plaintiffs cite no evidence that 

any Defendant knew the representations made in 1982 and 1984 were false when 

they were made, and arguments that a previous promise was breached sometime 

later don’t prove the previous promise a misrepresentation.207  There is no 

evidence Defendants concealed revocation of the Dennis Canon from the 

Plaintiffs, or ever made any statements affirming the Dennis Canon thereafter. 

 Estoppel claims belong to defendants, not plaintiffs.  Only fraudulent 

concealment, a species of equitable estoppel,208 allows plaintiffs to use the doctrine 

                                                 
204  Miller v. Gann, 842 S.W.3d 641, 641 (Tex. 1992) (“The applicability of judicial estoppel is not limited to 
oral testimony, but applies with equal force to any sworn statement--whether oral or written--made in the 
course of a judicial proceeding.”); Swilley v. McCain, 374 S.W.2d 871, 875-76 (Tex. 1964) (“Judicial estoppel, 
which may be invoked by strangers to the record in the former proceeding, rests upon statements made under 
oath in the course of such action.”). 
205  Swilley v. McCain, 374 S.W.2d 871, 875 (Tex. 1964) (“Ordinary equitable or quasi-estoppel may preclude 
a party from asserting a right inconsistent with his unsworn allegations or admissions in a former action, but 
such estoppel arises only in favor of the parties to the first suit and those in privity with them.”). 
206  See Johnson & Higgins of Texas, Inc. v. Kenneco Energy, Inc., 962 S.W.2d 507, 515-16 (Tex. 1998). 
207  See Tony Gullo Motors I, L.P. v. Chapa, 212 S.W.3d 299, 304 (Tex. 2006) 
208  See Borderlon v. Peck, 661 S.W.2d 907, 908 (Tex. 1983) (“Fraudulent concealment is based upon the 
doctrine of equitable estoppel.”). 
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if they show a defendant knew of a claim but concealed it to deceive a plaintiff 

who could not have discovered it otherwise.209  There is no evidence in Plaintiffs’ 

voluminous record that any Defendants concealed a known cause of action that 

the Plaintiffs themselves did not know about as well. 

B. Standing 

 Defendants’ motion also anticipated and has already responded to 

Plaintiffs’ motion addressing standing.210  

C. Trespass to Try Title 

 The Court’s severance order of April 5, 2011 limited this action to claims 

that were the subject of the Court’s February 8, 2011, Amended Order on 

Summary Judgment.  As the Plaintiffs’ motions in the earlier summary judgment 

motions did not address this claim, it remains in the original case rather than this 

severed one.  Defendants reserve the right to respond to this claim at the 

appropriate time in the appropriate case.  In any event, as this claim is based 

entirely on the foregoing claims of express or constructive trusts, they are invalid 

for the reasons noted above.  

D. Attorneys’ Fees 

 Likewise, the Court’s severance did not include Plaintiffs’ claim for 

attorneys’ fees, so it remains in the original case rather than this one.  Defendants 

reserve the right to respond to this fee claim at the appropriate time in the 

appropriate case.  In any event, the fee claim is based on the assumption Plaintiffs’ 

will prevail, so it is unfounded.   

                                                 
209  See BP Am. Prod. Co. v. Marshall, 342 S.W.3d 59, 67 (Tex. 2011) 
210  See Defs. MSJ at 48-49. 
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